Group proposes party guidelines

(Continued from page 1) [who have] signed liquor licenses, that engine as I am" seem to understand the closing time policy. "I really don't know why," the closing time has become an issue this year, he added. "Things seem to be calming down, so far as I can see."

Despite increase in corporate gifts, MIT lacks funds for aid

(Continued from page 1) [that have existed], at public parties held at MIT, Sherwood said. "There is [the main reason] why advertising is an issue." The committee is "not trying to legislate MIT social life," he added. There has been an inability to come to a consensus between living groups, CS and the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs about public versus private parties, according to Sherwood. "The CPs have not been able to define clearly enough, and I wish to be considered about," he said. "A lot of resentment, which is justified," has occurred between CPs and students when CPs have intervened in private parties at MIT dormitories, Sherwood said. Gallagher noted that many of the students' donors are themselves presidents or high executives of large corporations. As a result, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish personal gifts from corporate gifts. "Corporate giving for undergraduate scholarships will not increase much even if the federal financial aid cut is made. The gap between the available financial aid resources and the financial aid MIT has to take up will take a long time to fill. MIT will have to go on to all possible sources," Gallagher said. "I am worried about and when a party is private, [and it's] a party is public, [and it] to be considered about which MIT will have to do on all possible sources," Gallagher said. With a larger endowment, MIT would benefit from the increased revenues of a large endowment. "The cost per student over the last 40 years has been twice tuition," Grey said. The difference has been "made up by earnings on endowment and expendable gifts." A larger endowment could help "to moderate tuition," he said. MIT would also be able to provide more financial aid. Grey added. "Student aid is a very important priority," Sherwood said. "The growth of student aid has been "The CPs have not been able to define clearly enough, and I wish to be considered about"..."